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Abstract. There is a need for effective collective decision making in
decentralised multi-agent and robotic systems. This paper introduces a
novel approach to the best-of-n decision problem with large n. It utilises
negative feedback obtained from direct pairwise comparison of options
and evidence preserving opinion pooling. We present agent-based simu-
lation experiments that explore the effects of pool size and the number
of options on the speed of consensus. Robotic simulation experiments
are then used to investigate the potential of the approach as a method
for solving the best-of-n decision problem in swarm robotic applications.
Overall, the results suggest that the proposed approach is highly scalable
with regards to n.
1 Introduction and Background
There is a widely acknowledged and growing need for effective collective decision-
making in decentralised multi-agent and robotic systems [1, 13]. Of particular
interest is the class of best-of-n decision problems [9], where a system needs
to achieve consensus on the most desirable option drawn from a number of n
distinct possibilities. For example, the choice could be between different nesting
sites, foraging locations [15] or which action to perform next [12]. Each option, i,
has an associated option quality, ρi, which is used by the members of the system
to guide the collective decision in favour of the best option. There are three
key challenges to this problem. Firstly, the system must reach consensus on a
single option based on only local communications. Secondly it needs to ensure
that convergence is to the best possible option. Finally, the third challenge is
achieving the first two within an application appropriate time frame.
Study of collective decision-making in artificial systems is often heavily influ-
enced by solutions found in nature, such as those of social insects like bees or ants
[9, 11]. Scheidler et al. point out in [10] that these solutions tend to be based on
positive feedback, i.e. good options are reinforced more than bad ones. For exam-
ple, in [9] the rate at which an agent recruits others to an option is proportional
to the option quality. The greater the quality of an option, the more frequently
the agent will advocate for it, thus making it more likely that other agents in
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the population will be recruited to that option. For many applications, positive
feedback with raw values is very successful; however, its effectiveness may be
limited in cases where there is little difference in the range of option qualities
and as such the best option has insufficient advantage over the others. Valen-
tini et al. notes that there is a lack of research extending into the n > 2 cases,
leading to the suspicion that this becomes a potentially damaging limitation as
n increases and the option quality space becomes more saturated. Furthermore,
in the few such examples in the literature, [10, 4, 2, 8], no case larger than n = 7
is discussed.
With this in mind, this paper presents a novel approach to the best-of-n prob-
lem based on negative information obtained from pairwise comparisons. Rather
than updating agent opinions using the raw values of the option qualities to
inform a positive feedback mechanism, agents instead compare pairs of options
and update their opinions based on which is the worst. By means of this direct
comparison, agents determine which option is not the best overall and thus ac-
quire negative feedback with which to update their opinions. We show that by
combining such negative updating with opinion pooling the system will converge
significantly faster than exhaustive comparative search, wherein each agent sam-
ples all option qualities and compares them all. This is achieved by using the
opinion pooling operators discussed in [6].
This paper is organized as follows: The next section outlines a Bayesian ev-
idential updating method based on negative feedback. We discuss a particular
opinion pooling operator in Section 3 and explore the effect of combining eviden-
tial updating with opinion pooling on system level consensus and convergence.
In the fourth section, we present agent-based simulation results on the speed
and reliability of consensus and convergence for the cases of n = 10, 20, 50 and
100 with varying pooling sizes. In section five, we present robot simulation ex-
periments with a fixed population size and spontaneous pooling and explore the
results as the number of options n is increased. Finally, in section six we give
some conclusions and further work.
2 Evidential Updating with Comparisons
We now introduce a mechanism for evidential updating focused on utilising nega-
tive feedback from direct option comparisons. The model uses an opinion-based
approach as introduced in [14]; extended to the general case of n > 2, where
agent opinions will be represented as probability vectors across the set of exclu-
sive and exhaustive hypotheses H = {Hi : i = 1, . . . , n} where Hi denotes the
claim option i is the best. As such, an agent Ar, represents their opinion as a
probability vector xr where PAr (Hi) = xri for i = 1, . . . , n with
∑n
i=1 xri = 1,
i.e. xri is the probability with which agent Ar believes Hi to be true.
An agent samples two options, i and j, and receives qualities ρi and ρj .
Further suppose, without loss of generality, that ρj > ρi. In this case, the agent
does not have enough information to know whether j is the best option, but
does learn that i cannot be the best possible option, i.e. it receives the evidence
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Ei = {Hi}c the complement of {Hi} with respect to H. The agent can now
update their prior belief x to obtain the posterior x|Ei using Bayes’ theorem as
follows:
Definition 1 (Evidential Updating). Assume we have a set of exclusive and
exhaustive hypotheses {Hi : i = 1, . . . , n}. Then for x ∈ [0, 1]n, Ei = {Hi}c and
α ∈ [0, 12 ], we have,
x|Ei =

(1− α)xj
αxi + (1− α)(1− xi) , j 6= i,
αxj
αxi + (1− α)(1− xi) , j = i.
Here α quantifies the agent’s belief in the reliability of the evidence source.
For α = 0, the evidence source is completely reliable evidence source and only
provide Ei if i was the worse of the two options. Alternatively, for α = 0.5 the
evidence source is completely unreliable and so is as likely to provide Ei if i is
the best or the worst option.
Unfortunately, even in the best conditions a system using evidential updat-
ing on comparisons alone will need all agents to make at least n − 1 pairwise
comparisons before reaching consensus. Now if we are considering perfect condi-
tions with no noise in the sensed quality values, this is significantly worse than
exhaustive comparative search with agents visiting two sites at a time. In the
next section we introduce an approach to opinion pooling which allows evidence
to be efficiently propagated across the swarm and significantly enhances the
effectiveness of negative updating.
3 Combining with Opinion Pooling
In this section, we describe the benefits of combining evidential updating and
opinion pooling as we suggested in [6]. We speculate that the use of opinion pool-
ing to propagate evidence between agents in the system will significantly reduce
the number of comparisons agents need to make before reaching consensus.
For this study, we limit ourselves to evidence preserving propagation and so
use the Product Operator [5, 3]. Below we present an extended version for the
case of multiple hypotheses.
Definition 2 (The Multi-Option Product Operator (MProdOP)). As-
sume we have a set of exclusive and exhaustive hypotheses {Hi : i = 1, . . . , n}.
The Product Operator for k agents is the function c : [0, 1]k → [0, 1], such that
for agents A1, . . . , Ak with opinions PAr (Hi) = xri for r = 1, . . . , k,
c(x1, . . . ,xk) =
∏k
r=1 xi∥∥∥∏kr=1 xi∥∥∥
1
,
where xr = [xr1, . . . , xrn] for all r = 1, . . . , k,
∏
is the Hadamard product and
‖−‖1 is the L1 norm.
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Given a pool of k agents with prior beliefs xr for r = 1, . . . , k, we sup-
pose that each samples two distinct options and consequently receives evidence
Eir . They then each update their opinion to xr|Eir and aggregate to form the
pooled opinion c(x1|Ei1 , . . . ,xk|Eik). Since MProdOP is evidence preserving this
is equivalent to c(x1, . . . ,xk)|Ei1 . . . |Eik .
If we consider the case where all the agents are initialised with uniform
opinions where xr = [
1
n , . . . ,
1
n ] for r = 1, . . . , k. Furthermore, suppose that the
evidence Ei is received by mi of the agents. Now, without loss of generality, we
can also assume that ρ1 > . . . , > ρn, so we have m1 = 0 and
∑n
i=2mi = k. This
leads to:
c(x1|Ei1 , . . . ,xk|Eik)i =
αmi(1− α)k−mi∑n
i=1 α
mi(1− α)k−mi . (1)
We can also calculate the probability that an agent receives the evidence Ei.
To receive evidence Ei, an agent must sample two options, one of which is i and
the other is some j > i. There are 2(i−1) of these pairings out of a total n(n−1)
distinct pairs. Hence, provided distinct pairs of options are selected at random,
then P (Ei) =
2(i−1)
n(n−1) . Thus, the probability that there are mi occurrences of Ei
amongst the k agents for i = 1, . . . , n is,
k!∏n
i=1mi!
n∏
i=1
(
2(i− 1)
n(n− 1))
mi . (2)
Combining both of these it follows that,
E(c(x1|Ei1 , . . . ,xk|Eik)i)
=
∑
m:m1=0,
∑
imi=k
k!∏n
i=1mi!
n∏
i=1
(
2(i− 1)
n(n− 1))
mi
αmi(1− α)k−mi∑n
i=1 α
mi(1− α)k−mi , (3)
giving the expected value of the pooled opinion in option i after a single pooling
of the whole population.
4 Agent-based Simulations Experiments
For initial simulation experiments, we present a simple event based multi-agent
model exploring the consensus attainment properties of the decision making al-
gorithm proposed in Sections 2 & 3. Specifically, we are interested in the perfor-
mance of our proposed algorithm versus an exhaustive comparison of all options.
We hypothesise that there will be an optimal pool size k∗ for each n value, be-
low which our algorithm will take longer on average, and above which it will be
faster. The simulation has no physical representation of the environment and as
such the options have no associated cost. However, the spatial distribution of
the population is represented and at every time step the agents are shuﬄed to
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emulate random movement, this approach being consistent with the well-stirred
assumption as described in [9].
We assume that a population of N agents begin with no prior knowledge of
the option qualities and all opinions are initialised uniformly with probabilities
P (H1), . . . , P (Hn) = 1/n to ensure no initial bias. At every iteration, each agent
makes a weighted random choice of two options, i and j say, based on their
current probability distribution. The agent compares the qualities of this pair,
then uses the updating method as described in Definition 1 to update on the
evidence E = {Hi}c where ρi < ρj . We set α = 0 to indicate that agents
have total trust in the evidence, a not unreasonable assumption as there is
currently no noise. We assign the qualities ρi =
(n−1)−(i−1)
n−1 ∈ [0, 1] to the
options i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, assuming that option 1 is the best with maximal quality,
i.e. ρ1 > ρi ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
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Fig. 1: Box and whisker plots showing the time to consensus plotted against
population size with (a) n = 10, (b) n = 20, (c) n = 50 and (d) n = 100. The
dashed lines at y = n2 show the number of time steps tˆ needed for the agents to
sample every option.
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In addition, all agents in the population pool their opinions using the MProdOp
operator from Definition 2 with every agent adopting the resulting pooled opin-
ion. Thus pooling size k is fixed and equal to the population size N . For an
embodied system, this set-up could be envisaged as a population of robots vis-
iting potential new nest sites, receiving some sensory data indicating that site’s
quality and updating on this comparison before returning to the original nest to
pool opinions. It is thus reminiscent of many similar experiments in the best-of-
n literature [13]. For each set of parameter values, 1,000 independent runs are
carried out with each lasting for 100 iterations. We judge that consensus has
been attained in a run once all agents in the population have P (H1) = 1, i.e.
xr1 = 1∀r. Each agent is assumed to be able to sample a pair of options every
time step and the number of time steps needed to reach consensus is recorded
for each run. This ensures that the two conditions of effective collective decision
making are met; the population has converged to a consensus on a single option
and that option is the best one possible. If the run fails for either of these con-
ditions, its consensus time is recorded as 100 iterations for ease of comparison.
Results are averaged over all 1,000 runs, giving a consensus time for each set of
parameter values.
Figures 1(a)-(d) show the number of time steps needed for the system to
reach consensus for varying populations size and when the number of site is
n = 10, n = 20, n = 50 and n = 100 respectively. This is compared with the
number of time steps that the system would need if each agent were to sample
the quality of every option two at a time, i.e. tˆ = n2 time steps. As expected
the number of time steps decreases as the pooling size k increases, this effect
plateaus once the best performance of a single time step is reached. We show
that our hypothesis was correct, that for each different n there would be some
optimum k∗n where performance is better than or equal to tˆn; with k
∗
10 = 5 and
k∗20 = k
∗
50 = k
∗
100 = 3. We can see that this would be the case, as if we substitute
our requirement that α = 0 into Equation 1 gives us:
c(x1|Ei1 , . . . ,xk|Eik)i =

0, mi ≥ 1,
1
|{mi : mi = 0 for i = 2, . . . , n}|+ 1 , mi = 0.
(4)
Thus only one agent in the pool needs to have received evidence Ei for all
agents to completely disregard the option, i.e. xri = 0 and this becomes more
likely with larger pooling sizes. This effect can be seen in Figure 2.
The values for k∗ are surprisingly small with k = 3 performing optimally for
almost all n tested. For example, with n = 100 for k = 3 consensus was achieved
on average within 35 time steps, an improvement of 15 time steps when compared
to the 50 that would be needed for each agent to visit every site. Furthermore,
considering the n = 100 results again, when k = 5 the system achieves consensus
within on average 23 time steps, this is less than half tˆ100 with only a 1 : 20 ratio
between pooling agents and the number of options. These results suggest that the
evidence propagation is very effective and that our method is highly scalable to
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Fig. 2: Plots showing a single agent’s opinion of different options changing over
time when (a) k = 2 and (b) k = 3.
large n. Unexpectedly, k∗10 was greater than the optimal pooling sizes for larger
n. This could be due to the accumulative effect of evidence preservation within
the system. Every time an agent pools its opinion, it receives all the evidence that
every other agent in the pool has. For example, if every agents A1, . . . , Ak−1 all
update on evidence Ei and agent Ak updates on some different evidence Ej then
we would have c(x1|Ei, . . . ,xk−1|Ei,xk|Ej) = c(x1, . . . ,xk)|Ei|Ej . A secondary
explanation for this is that there is a greater chance for diversity with larger n
and so less instances of ‘redundant pooling’, i.e. when all agents have the same
evidence and hence receive no gain from pooling.
5 Robot-based Simulation Experiments
In this section, we present robot-based simulation experiments where we have
a fixed population size, spontaneous pooling sizes k and varying n in order to
test the feasibility of our approach in a swarm robotics scenario. We use e-puck
robots [7] since they are small, mobile and equipped with a range of sensors
making them well-suited to small scale swarm experiments. Experiments are
conducted in the V-Rep 4 simulation environment which models many of the
required physical characteristics of the e-pucks, such as motion, communication
and sensory feedback. Figure 3 shows the experimental arena consisting of n
sites equally spaced around a 1.5m disc with a central ‘nest’ site. Each site is
coloured a different shade of red or blue indicating site quality. Site i is given
quality ρi =
(n−1)−(i−1)
n−1 ∈ [0, 1]. Sites are coloured a proportion of blue equal to
1−ρi to help visually distinguish between sites. Noise has not been added into the
simulation and physical communication limitations have not been considered.
4 http://www.coppeliarobotics.com/
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Fig. 3: Top-down and side close-ups of the e-puck model and the arena set-up
for n = 10.
As in Section 4, the swarm is initialised with uniform probabilities for all sites
and each robot makes a weighted random choice of two sites to visit. The robots
are given the locations of all sites and use a simple path planning algorithm to
travel between sites and the nest. At each site the robots use their colour camera
to return a value indicating the amount of red visible, i.e. the site quality. They
then compare qualities and update on this negative feedback using Equation 1,
before returning to the nest site for aggregation. Once a robot has reached the
nest site, it will listen for a message from the transceiver located there to confirm
it has reached the nest. This ensures that all robots who have returned for
aggregation are within communication range of each other. The robot broadcasts
its opinion, while also listening for any neighbouring robots broadcasting their
own opinions. As the system has no centralised controller, pooling between the
robots is spontaneous and so the pooling size k could range from zero to the whole
population, depending on which robots happen to be at the nest site. This differs
from the agent-based simulation experiments where k was fixed, and allows us
to investigate the effect pooling size variance has on the system. To reduce the
communication requirements between robots we employ neighbourhood-based
pooling, wherein each robot has their own pool of opinions on which only they
update. The robot then uses its updated belief to make a weighted random choice
about the next two sites to visit. This process is repeated until xri = 1 for some
i, at which point they move to their chosen site and stop. Each parameter set
of ten robots and n ∈ [5, 8, 10] was run ten times, with the pooling size of
each aggregation and the number of time steps needed for each agent to reach
convergence being recorded.
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Fig. 4: Box and whisker plots showing the spread of the number of time steps to
consensus for individual robots in a population of size N = 10 for ten different
runs with number of sites (a) n = 5, (b) n = 8 and (c) n = 10. The dashed
lines at n2 show the number of time steps tˆ necessary for a robot to sample every
option.
For all runs the swarm was successful with respect to the first two key chal-
lenges of the best-of-n decision problem; all robots reached consensus on a sin-
gle option and that option was the best possible one. Figure 4 gives the time
frame for reaching consensus, showing for each run the number of time steps
the swarm needed before reaching a final decision. As in Section 4, we use the
number of time steps that a robot would need to visit all sites, two at a time, as
a benchmark for performance. Many of the runs across all values of n achieved
consensus within tˆ time steps, with the best performance for n = 10, where
the swarm reached consensus within tˆ time steps for all runs. Moreover, in 60%
of the runs, the swarm achieved consensus in less than tˆ and, in particular, in
Run 2 consensus is achieved in just three time steps. This is consistent with our
findings in Section 4 that increasing n can have a positive effect on pooling due
to the decreased likelihood of redundant pooling. These results have also been
achieved with relatively low pooling sizes with Figure 5 showing that no run
achieved an average pool size greater than three. This suggests that alterations
in the control architecture leading to a higher average pooling size, such as in-
creasing the time the swarm spends sharing opinions with neighbouring robots
during aggregation, could lead to even faster consensus times.
One of the worst results is Run 5 for n = 8 where the swarm took six time
steps to reach consensus, two more than tˆ. A closer look at this result shows that
this was caused by a single outlying agent, with the rest of the swarm achieving
consensus within three time steps. Consideration of the average pooling sizes in
this run, as seen in Figure 5(b), reveals that while there were some very large
pools with six robots, the average was much lower at only two robots. From
this we conjecture that some robots who were part of the larger pools converged
very quickly, and thus essentially removing themselves and the evidence they had
gained from the system too early for the other robots to benefit. This suggests
that while larger k will give faster consensus in general, care has to be taken with
the potential variance of k values so as not to isolate robots from the system. A
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Fig. 5: Box and whisker plots showing range of pooling sizes k for robots in a
population of size N = 10 for ten different runs with (a) n = 5, (b) n = 8 and
(c) n = 10.
way of alleviating this effect in future work could be to have a period of opinion
broadcasting after a robot has reached their decision for the benefit of other
robots. This could also have the additional benefit of reducing the range of time
steps needed for the swarm to reach consensus, which in the run above was as
high as six and as low as one.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced a novel approach to solving the best-of-n deci-
sion problem that uses evidence updating from negative feedback combined with
opinion pooling. We present an evidential updating method that utilises negative
feedback obtained from direct pairwise comparisons of options. We then intro-
duced the multi-option pooling operator MProdOp, with the expectation that
its evidence preserving property would efficiently propagate evidence through-
out a swarm. In simulation experiments, we explore the effect of pooling size on
the time to consensus and the scalability of our approach to increasing values of
n. Finally, we investigated our approach in a typical swarm robotics scenario in
simulation to test its applicability.
The simulation experiments presented in Section 4 suggest that our approach
is highly scalable with regards to n. Indeed, successful and effective consensus
was reached even with n = 50 and n = 100 options. We also found that although
performance improves with larger k, the system can achieve consensus faster than
exhaustive comparison even with very small k. For example, with n = 100 for
k = 3 consensus was achieved on average within 35 time steps, a considerable
improvement on the 50 time steps that would be needed for each agent to visit
every site.
Overall, the robot simulation experiments indicate that our approach has po-
tential as a method for solving the best-of-n decision problem in swarm robotics
applications. We have presented a simplified scenario where the swarm needed
to pick the reddest of n sites with n = 5, 8, and 10. The first two key challenges
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facing the best-of-n problem were met in all runs. Additionally, for a majority
of runs the swarm was able to achieve consensus faster than exhaustive com-
parative search. This demonstrates a level of robustness to pooling size, with
possible improvements if average pooling sizes could be increased. Furthermore,
as not all agents had to visit all sites to achieve consensus, this approach could
potentially work in a scenario where each agent is unable to visit all sites in the
environment. We also saw improvements with an increase in n suggesting that
our approach will scale well with large n in the swarm robotics environment.
An observed limitation of our proposed method is that it currently only works
in environments for which both n and the location of sites is known. For many
possible applications, such as a search a rescue site checking task, this is of minor
significance as all sites would be known; however, it does restrict the adaptability
of the approach in uncertain or changing environments. Further work would look
to address this by introducing the ability to increase n upon the discovery of
new sites.
Parker and Zhang argue in [9] that agents should not be performing such
direct comparisons of options as it can leave the system exposed to potential
stagnation from evaluation errors and hence in future work we will investigate
how our algorithm performs in the presence of noise, e.g. in sensed quality val-
ues. We hypothesise that by introducing distrust, both by setting α > 0 and
using a diluting pooling operator [6], our system could be robust to such noise.
Furthermore, we intend to explore the robustness of the system in a dynamic
environment where the best option may change, much as in [11]. In addition, we
plan to replicate our experiments on a physical robotic platform and investigate
what happens with much larger swarms, for example when N > 500.
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